
There are far too many children facing adversity
nationwide.  With limited access to transportation,
children living below the poverty line are often lim-
ited to finding activities only in public schools.
However, in the Carolinas PGA Section, one golf-
inspired program – created by PGA Professional
Doug Hodges – is bringing more opportunity to
this demographic and growing the game one swing
at a time.

SwingPals is an initiative that allows children
facing hardship to fully realize their potential and
lead confident, productive and enriched lives.  The
game-changing program was brought to life by
Hodges with inspiration stemming from his in-
volvement in Big Brothers Big Sisters.  With Hodges’
thorough background in golf and mentoring, it 
wasn’t long until his two passions became one.

Through SwingPals, Hodges introduces chil-

dren to golf and provides them a
mentor through Big Brothers Big
Sisters, which helps them develop
a passion and learn to play to their
potential in the game and in life.
It’s an outlet for them to explore
the sport when they wouldn’t have
otherwise been granted the oppor-
tunity.

The program, currently based
in Durham, North Carolina, part-
ners with middle schools in the
area and allows students to partici-
pate in golf-related physical educa-
tion sessions two or three days per
week.  The philosophy is simple –
to create an environment of safety
for the students, and for them to
explore the sport at their own pace
with minimal mentor instruction.
While the students are taught
basic skills, the intention is for
them to get to know the game by

being comfortable making mistakes.
Hodges refers to this as the “growth
mindset,” a concept introduced to him
by author Carol Dweck, a pioneering re-
searcher in the field of motivation.

“My goal is for these children to envi-
sion their future.  It’s not strictly golf 
instruction.  It’s about developing a cer-

tain level of comfort, building trust, foundation,
concentration, focus, rhythm, balance and safety,”
says Hodges.  “The ‘growth mindset’ encourages
students to create goals and nurture their potential
vs. the ‘fixed mindset’ that deems failure as faulty.
Allowing children to play, fail and learn is the fore-
most important concept of this program.”

While instruction is light, mentors play an im-
perative role in the program.  Prior to engaging with
students, each mentor must first attend an informa-
tional session with Hodges to ensure program con-
cepts are properly understood.

“For mentors, the program is more than just hav-
ing knowledge about the game,” explains Hodges.
“Instead of pressuring children to be the best, we
encourage them to explore failure in a manner that
is comfortable to them so they know how to improve
on their own.  Too much instruction induces stress
and anxiety.  As a program designed with a relaxed
and therapeutic nature, negative emotions are what
we strive to avoid as these pressures already exist
outside of school.”

Now entering its third academic year, SwingPals
is partnering with three schools in the Durham area
to serve 300-plus students.  With that, the program
has seen a significant increase in the number of 
students continuing with the program in 7th and
8th grade, and making their way onto the golf
course to pursue their newfound passion.  ■

Liz Muroski is the media and promotions director
for the Carolinas PGA Section.
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Opening Eyes of
At-Risk Youth
SwingPals enables Doug Hodges,
PGA, to grow the game with unique
opportunities in the Carolinas 
PGA Section

By Liz Muroski

C hildhood.  Youth.  The early years.  No matter the term, there’s
one consistent, underlying characteristic: potential.  Childhood
is a crucial time for youth to explore opportunities and pursue

activities that inspire, to set goals and to find passions.  Unfortunately,
coming across such opportunities is difficult for many young people.

PGA Professional
Doug Hodges (far
right and inset)
founded
SwingPals, which
partners with Big
Brothers Big
Sisters in the
Carolinas Section
to introduce
middle school
students to golf.


